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1. THE PROBLEM AND RESULT
For nearly integrable Hamiltonian systems the KAM theory says that
there is a nearly full measure but nowhere dense set in phase space which
is occupied by a family of n-dimensional invariant tori carrying quasi-peri-
odic flow, where n is the number of freedoms of the systems. In the com-
plementary set, it is believed that the dynamical behavior is very com-
plicated and so-called Arnold diffusion occurs in such regions. However, it
appears that some lower dimensional invariant tori also exist, whose stable
and unstable manifolds seem to play important roles in governing the diffu-
sion. Such lower dimensional tori survive from resonant n-dimensional tori
under perturbations. In the work of Bernstein and Katok [1] it is shown
that at least n periodic orbits survive from a resonant torus where n&1
resonant conditions hold, and in the works of Cheng [2,3] it is shown that
at least 2 (n&1)-dimensional tori survive from a resonant torus where
only one resonant condition holds. These results only assume the smallness
of the perturbations, independent of what form the perturbation terms
have. When there are exactly l resonant conditions, 1<l<n, some techni-
cal difficulties prevent us from proving the existence of l+1, (n&l )-dimen-
sional invariant tori if we only assume the smallness of perturbations
without any other condition. In the work [12] assuming more extra condi-
tions, i.e. the related critical point must be nondegenerate and the size of
the perturbation depends also on the minimal eigenvalue of the matrix in
absolute value, Treshche v converted the problem to a case similar to one
solved by Graff [5] and showed the existence of some hyperbolic tori. By
this result one can see the existence of one torus only in usual cases and
it is natural to expect more tori to survive from an n-dimensional resonant
torus. In this paper, we show more lower dimensional tori exist which are
of hyperbolic, elliptic or mixed type. To overcome the difficulty of possible
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resonance between tangent and normal frequencies, some more twist condi-
tions are needed as in [4], or equivalently, more parameters need to be
introduced as in [11]. We find the most perturbations which satisfy these
conditions.
Consider a Hamiltonian system
H(x, y, =)=H0 ( y)+=H1 (x, y), (1.1)
where x # T n=Rn(2?Zn), y # D, D/Rn is a closed bounded region, = is a
small parameter. H0 ( y) # C r (D, R), H1 (x, y) # C r (T_D, R), r is a positive
integer, sufficiently big.
The technique of proof is the following: for a generic set of perturbations
in C r (r to be specified below), we show the corresponding Hamiltonian
system can be placed in a normal form for which results similar to those
of Po schel [11] can be used to show persistence of tori of hyperbolic, ellip-
tic and mixed type.
Set
|( y)=
H0 ( y)
y
, 1( y)=
2H0 ( y)
y2
.
We say | is l-resonant (0<l<n) if there are l integer vectors Ii 1il
such that (|, I i)=0. In this case a linear and angle-variable-preserving
symplectic coordinate transformation can be introduced (see [2]) so that
|=(|1 , ..., |m , 0, ..., 0), where m=n&l. Obviously, the l-resonant set
M=[ y # D | |( y)=(|1 ( y), ..., |m ( y), 0, ..., 0)]
forms an m-dimensional closed manifold or a manifold with boundary if
1( y) is nondegenerate. We call it l-resonant manifold.
Assume that there is a y* # int D such that the frequency
|( y*)=(|*, 0)=(|1*, ..., |*m , 0, ..., 0)
is l-resonant. If we drop the perturbation term H1 , y= y* is an invariant
n-torus which has a foliation of m-dimensional invariant tori. Under per-
turbation in general, the most of these m-tori will be destroyed.
To be more precise, let x$=(x1 , ..., xm)T, x"=(xm+1 , ..., xn)T, y$=
( y1 , ..., ym)T, and y"=( ym+1 , ..., yn)T and rewrite matrix 1( y) as
1( y)=\111 ( y) 112 ( y)121 ( y) 122 ( y)+ , (1.2)
where 111 ( y), 112 ( y), and 122 ( y) are m_m, m_l and l_l matrices, respec-
tively, 121 ( y)=112 ( y)T.
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For . # T l, y # D define
h(., y)=
1
(2?)m |Tm H1 (x$, ., y) dx$, (1.3)
then h(., y) # C r (T l_D, R). Assume that .* is a nondegenerate critical
point of h(., y*), i.e., h(.*, y*).=0 and the matrix
6=
2h(.*, y*)
.2
is nondegenerate. If we consider the Hamilton
H(x, y)=H0 (y)+=h(x", y*), (1.4)
which is an approximation of (1.1) up to = if one step of standard KAM
iteration is introduced, we see that very close to the critical point (.*, y*)
this system admits an (n&l )-dimensional invariant torus (y=y*, x"=.*),
where | y0&y*|=O(=), |.0&.*|=O(=). The equations for normal coor-
dinates (x", y") are
\x* "y* "+=\
0
&=6
122 ( y*)
0 +\
x"
y"++h.o.t.,
any eigenvalue * of the coefficient matrix is given by
*2==!,
where ! is the eigenvalue of the matrix &6122 . If we assume that 122 is
positive definite, the number of positive, negative and the zero eigenvalues
of &6122 is the same as those of &6. In this case, the hyperbolic type
torus corresponds to the n-dimensional of the function h. If h is a Morse
function, there are at least 2l critical points, thus the Hamiltonian (1.4) has
at least 2l (n&l )-tori, only one of them is hyperbolic where the result in
[12] can be applied. If 122 is not positive (negative) definite, it seems
unknown whether there exists any critical point of h such that no eigen-
value of the matrix &6122 is negative or zero.
Definition 1. A nondegenerate critical point .0 of a function
f : T l  R is called to be of ( p, q)-type if the corresponding Hessian matrix
2f (.0).2 has p positive eigenvalues and q negative eigenvalues. We also
say the corresponding Hessian matrix is of ( p, q)-type.
Definition 2. An invariant torus T m (m<n) of a Hamiltonian system
with n degrees of freedom is called to be of ( p, q)-type if in some canonical
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coordinates (X, Y, !, ’, u, v), X # T m, Y # Rm, !, ’ # R p, u, v # Rq,
m+ p+q=n it admits the form [(X, Y, !, ’, u, v) : Y=0, !=’=0,
u=v=0], its frequency |*=(|1*, ..., |*m) satisfies the Diophantine condi-
tions
|(|*, {) |# |{|&N, |{|= :
m
k=1
|{k| , #>0, \{ # Zm "[0], (1.5)
and the Hamiltonian of the system manifests itself as
(|*, Y) + 12 :
p
k=1
:k (!2k+’
2
k)+ :
q
j=1
; ju jv j+F(X, Y, !, ’, u, v),
where :k , ;j>0 for all k and j and F=O2 (Y)=O3 (!, ’, u, v).
Note that the set C r (T n_D, R) with compact-open topology is a
Banach space and its norm denoted by & }&r . Let G be an open dense subset
of C r (T n_D, R).
Definition 3. A function H1 # C r (T n_D, R) is called G-generic if
H1 # G.
We will show that for a G-generic H1 for some open dense subset G of
C r (T n_D, R) there are at least 2l (n&l )-dimensional tori which survive
from a resonant n-dimensional torus under perturbation. The main result is
Theorem 1. Suppose that 1( y) is nondegenerate and 122 ( y) is positive
definite for all y # D. Then for r big enough, there exists an open dense subset
G of C r (T n_D, R) such that for every G-generic H1
(A) the function h( } , y) defined in (1.3) is a Morse function on T l for
any fixed point y # D and therefore has 2l nondegenerate critical points . j ( y)
of ( p j, q j)-type, j=1, ..., 2l.
(B) There exists a constant =0==0 (H0 , H1 , n, m, r)>0, for all
0<==0 there is a Cantor set M* /M such that the Hamiltonian systemdetermined by (1.1) admits 2l smooth families (in Whitney’s sense) of
(n&l )-dimensional invariant tori T jy0(=) of ( p
j, q j)-type corresponding to the
( p j, q j)-typed critical points . j ( y0) of h( } , y0) parameterized by y0 # M*.Moreover, the measure of M
*
relative to M tends to 1 as =  0.
After reducing system (1.1) to a suitable normal form for H1 # G on a
Cantor set, Theorem 1 is a consequence of the following theorem about
Hamiltonian systems
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H=<|, y>+ 12= :
p
k=1
:k (|)(!2k+’
2
k)+= :
q
j=1
; j (|) ujv j
+O(=2)+=O2 ( y)+=O3 (!, ’, u, v) (1.6)
defined on T m_Ds_O where Ds=[( y, !, ’, u, v) | | y|s2, |!|, |’|, |u|,
|v|s]/Rm_R p_R p_Rq_Rq and O/Rm is a closed subset of positive
Lebesgue measure, y=( y1 , ..., ym), !=(!1 , ..., !p), ’=(’1 , ..., ’p), u=
(u1 , ..., uq), v=(v1 , ..., vq). The higher order terms in (1.6) with respect to =
and space variables are of C r2 class, r2>0 is an integer big enough. :k ,
;j : O  R are C 1 in Whitney’s sense. Set 4(|)=(:1 (|), ..., :p (|)).
Theorem 2. Suppose
(&, 4(|)) {(&,
4(|)
|
|) , & # Z p, 0<|&|2. (1.7)
Then there is a constant =0>0 such that if 0<=<=0 there exists a Cantor
set O
*
/O and the Hamiltonian systems determined by (1.6) admit a smooth
family of m-dimensional tori T| of ( p, q)-type with frequency | # O*.Moreover, the measure of O
*
relative to O tends to 1 as d  0.
Remark 1. Note that in Theorem 1, 122 ( y) is assumed to be positive
definite instead of being nondegenerate for the purpose of proving the
correspondence between the ( p j, q j)-typed tori of (1.1) and the ( p j, q j)-
typed critical points of function h( } , y0) derived from H1 . Under the condi-
tion that 122 ( y) is nondegenerate one can prove the existence result for
mixed-typed tori as well except for the correspondence in Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 is similar to the result of Po schel [11] as well as its proof,
so it is unnecessary to repeat it here. However, there remain three points
of difference. We state them below in the following three remarks.
Remark 2. The normal form in (1.12) contains a small parameter =
which does not appear in [11], but this add no essential difficulty to the
proof. Similar cases with a small parameter in normal form were
investigated by Treshche v in [12].
Remark 3. The existence of the hyperbolic part  ;j (|) uj vj makes the
obtained invariant tori of mixed type.
Remark 4. The Hamiltonian in [11] is real analytic, but we believe
that the argument still works if it exploits the NashMoser technique
for differential Hamiltonian. See [6, 7, 10] for references. Specificially, the
C1-smoothness of Hamiltonian in (1.6) with respect to parameter | is
enough for the KAM iteration technique as pointed out by Po schel [11].
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Remark 5. At the present it is not known about the existence of lower
dimensional tori for perturbations in the complement of the generic set
considered while 1<l<n. We don’t know about whether it is due to the
techniques used here or essential difficulty.
Our program is designed as follows. In Section 2 we will prove the
genericity of a subset G defined therein and in Section 3 we will reduce
(1.1) into a suitable normal form for G-generic H1 .
2. GENERICITY
In this section we are going to construct three subsets G1 , G2 , and G in
C r (T n_D, R) and prove them to be open and dense. Before doing this, we
need to point out that the density of these subsets will be essentially a local
property for y # D if the Zorn lemma is applied. Recall that the Zorn
lemma asserts that any partially ordered set, whose linearly ordered subsets
each have an upper bound, contains at least one maximal element. To
make use of the Zorn lemma, we will prove at first the density of the three
subsets of C r (T n_D, R) in a small neighborhood of y0 in D for any fixed
y0 # D. Then the collection of these neighborhoods forms a partially
ordered set with respect to the usual subset relation and by the Zorn
lemma we conclude that this collection has only one maximal element, i.e.,
D itself.
Recall that in (1.3) we defined a function
h(., y)=
1
(2?)m |T m H1 (x$, ., y) dx$.
Definition 4. G1 is defined to be the collection of all H1 #
C r (T n_D, R) such that h( } , y) is a Morse function on T l for any fixed
point y # D.
Define a matrix function as
V (., y)=
2h(., y)
.2
.
Definition 5. A critical point .0 of h( } , y) for a fixed point y # D is
called to be regular if all the eigenvalues of V (.0, y) 122 ( y) are distinct.
Further, y is called to be regular for H1 if all the critical points of h( } , y)
are regular.
Definition 6. G2 is defined to be the collection of all the functions
H1 # G1 such that y is regular for H1 for all y # D.
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Lemma 1. G1 is an open and dense subset of C r (T n_D, R).
Proof. A classical result in differential topology (cf. Hirsch’s book [8])
says that all Morse functions in C (T l, R) form an open dense subset,
so it follows that for any fixed y0 # D one can perturb a given
H1 # C r (T n_D, R) by arbitrary small 2H1 so that the corresponding
h( } , y) becomes a Morse function on T l for any fixed y in a small
neighborhood of y0, then applying Zorn lemma one can extend this
neighborhood to the whole region D and the density is proved.
The openness is trivial and omitted.
Lemma 2. G2 is open and dense.
Proof. For G1 is open and dense it suffices to show that G2 is open and
dense in G1 .
For any fixed point y0 # D, h( } , y0) is a Morse function on T l and has
2l nondegenerate critical points . j ( y0) of ( p j, q j)-type, j=1, ..., 2l. For any
one of these critical points, say .0, set
1 =122 ( y0), V=
2h(.0, y0)
.2
.
1 is positive definite so it has a positive definite square root 1 12. Then
V1 =1 &12 (1 12V1 12) 1 12,
that is, V1 is similar to U=1 12V1 12 and they have the same group of
eigenvalues. In addition, U is symmetric so it is diagonalizable and there is
an orthogonal matrix Q such that
*1
U=Q \ . . . + QT,*l
then
*1
V1 =1 &12Q \ . . . + QT1 12.*l
Set
2*1
2V=1 &12Q \ . . . + QT1 &12.2* l
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So one can perturb V by an arbitrary small 2V so that all the eigen-
values of (V+2V)1 are distinct if one views V # Rl_l.
Set
H $1 ( } , ., } )=H1 ( } , ., } )+ 12(sin(.&.
0), 2V sin(.&.0)) ,
where sin(.&.0) means (sin(.1&.01), ..., sin(.l&.
0
l ))
T. It is easy to see
that &H $1 &H1&r is arbitrary small if 2V is arbitrary small.
Set
h$(., y0)=
1
(2?)m | T m H $1 (x$, ., y
0) dx$,
and by simply computing it follows that
h$(.0, y0)
.
=0,
2h$(.0, y0)
.2
=V+2V.
This implies that .0 becomes a regular critical point of h$( } , y0). Perturbing
H1 as above at most 2l times we will obtain a perturbation H 1 of H1 such
that y0 is regular for H 1 as well as y in a small neighborhood of y0. Then
by applying the Zorn lemma as in the proof of Lemma 1 the density is
proved.
As to the openness, observe that a critical point depends continuously on
its function in C r (T l, R) near a function with a nondegenerate critical
point and that the collection of all matrices whose eigenvalues are distinct
forms an open set in Rl_l and the proof is completed.
For a given H1 # G2 , let .( y) be a critical point family of ( p, q)-type of
function h( } , y) and set
1 ( y)=122 ( y), V( y)=
2h(.( y), y)
.2
,
V( y) and 1 ( y) are of C r&2 class. Since H1 # G2 we claim that for any fixed
y # D matrix V( y) 1 ( y) has l distinct eigenvalues *1 ( y), ..., *p ( y),
*p+1 ( y), ..., *q ( y) where the first p eigenvalues are positive and others
negative. Due to the distinctness of these eigenvalues the implicit theorem
is applicable here so we conclude that *j ( y) C r&2 depend on y. Set
:k ( y)=[*k ( y)]12, k=1, ..., p,
;j ( y)=[&*p+ j ( y)]12, j=1, ..., q,
4( y)=(:1 ( y), ..., :p ( y)).
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It is easy to see that the inequalities
(&, 4( y)){&, 4( y)y _
2H0 ( y)
y2 &
&1
|( y),
& # Z p, 0<|&|2 (2.1)
are just another representation of (1.7) if one substitutes y for |. So there
is again a definition.
Definition 7. A critical point .0 of h( } , y) is called good if (2.1) holds.
Moreover, if all the critical points of h( } , y) are good we say y is good
for H1 .
Definition 8. G is defined to be the colletion of all H1 # G2 such that
all y # D are good for H1 .
Lemma 3. G is open and dense.
Proof. It suffices to show that G is open dense in G2 . The openness is
obvious and we will prove the density only. For a given H1 # G2 , it suffices
to show that for any fixed y0 # D and any critical point .0 of h( } , y0) we
can perturb H1 by arbitrary small 2H1 in a small neighborhood of y0 so
that .0 becomes a good critical point. After doing this at most 2l times y0
then becomes a good point for H1 as well as points in a small
neighborhood of y0 and by Zorn lemma the desired is reached.
More exactly, let .( y) be the critical point family of ( p, q)-type such that
.( y0)=.0.
Note that the symmetric matrix U( y)=1 12 ( y) V( y) 1 12 ( y) is similar to
V( y) 1 ( y) and has the same group of distinct eigenvalues *1 ( y), ..., *l ( y),
moreover, there exists an orthogonal matrix Q( y) C r&2-depending on y in
a small ball B$1 ( y
0) such that
*1 ( y)
U(y)=Q(y) \ . . . + QT(y),*l (y)
we have
*1 (y)
V( y)=1&12 ( y) Q( y) \ . . . + QT ( y) 1&12 ( y), y # B$1 ( y0).*l (y) (2.2)
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We want to realize the inequalities (2.1) by perturbing the eigenvalues of
U( y). To this end, setting
_
2H0 ( y0)
y2 &
&1
|( y0)=(d1 , ..., dn)T
and without loss of generality assuming that d1 {0, we discover that the
right side of the inequalities becomes
d1  j, \:1 ( y
0)
y1
, ...,
:p ( y0)
y1 +
T
+..., (2.3)
where the second ‘‘...’’ represents the terms without the partial derivative
with respective to y1 .
Perturb :k ( y) as
:~ k( y)=:k ( y)+rk ( y1& y01), k=1, ..., p, y # B$1 ( y
0),
where the rk’s are parameters. The derivatives of the perturbations are
{
:~ k( y0)
y1
=
:k ( y0)
y1
+rk
k=1, ..., p, j=2, ..., n.
:~ k( y0)
yk
=
:k ( y0)
yj
,
Note that :~ k( y0)=:k ( y0), k=1, ..., p, in view of which and (2.3) we see
that the inequalities (2.1) can be reached by arbitrary small rk’s.
Set
* k ( y)=[:~ k ( y)]2, k=1, ..., p,
* p+ j ( y)=*p+ j ( y), j=1, ..., q, y # B$1 ( y
0).
Replacing *k ( y)(k=1, ..., l ) in (2.2) by * k ( y), we obtain a perturbation
V ( y) of V( y) satisfying V ( y0)=V ( y0). Now we are going to construct a
perturbation H 1 for H1 .
Set 2( y)=V ( y)&V( y) and define
H 1 ( } , ., y)={H1 ( } , ., y),H1 ( } , ., y)+ 12a( y)(%(., y), 2( y) %(., y)),
y  B$1( y
0)
y # B$1 ( y
0),
where %(., y)=(sin(.1&.1 ( y)), ..., sin(.l&.l( y)))T and a( y) # C (D, R)
satisfies
a( y)={1, y # B$14 ( y
0)
0, y  B$12 ( y
0).
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Setting
h (., y)=
1
(2?)m |T m H 1 (x$, ., y) dx$
one can check that when y # B$14 ( y
0)
h (., y)=h(., y)+ 12 (%(., y), 2( y) %(., y)) ,
h (.( y), y)
.
=0,
2h (.( y), y)
.2
=
2h(.( y), y)
.2
+2( y)=V ( y),
which finishes the proof.
3. NORMAL FORM
In this section we suppose H1 # G and will reduce Hamiltonian (1.1) to
a certain normal form.
For any y0 # M, by Taylor’s formula, we expand the Hamiltonian (1.1)
as
H(x, y, =)=H0 ( y0)+(|( y0), y& y0)+ 12( y& y
0, 1( y0)( y& y0))
+=H1 (x, y0)+O3 ( y& y0)+=O( y& y0).
Since y  |( y) is locally invertible the manifold M is locally diffeo-
morphic to a domain in Rm, by passing to a finite cover we may assume
that M itself is diffeomorphic to a domain
M&1=[|* # Rm | (|*, 0)=|( y0) for some y0 # M]
in Rm without loss of generality. In the following we will take |* as
a parameter in stead of y0. Making the translation y = y& y0, in the
following we work with
H(x, y , |*, =)=(|*, y $)+ 12 ( y , 1(|*) y )
+=H1 (x, |*)+O3 ( y )+=O( y ), (3.1)
where |* # M&1 serves as a parameter.
Denote by O the set of |* # M&1 satisfying (1.5) for some constant #>0.
O is nonempty if one chooses # properly small; indeed, the measure of O
relative to M&1 tends to 1 as #  0.
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For |* # O, develop H1 (x, |*) into Fourier series with respect to x$ as
H1 (x, |*)= :
{ # Zm
h{ (x", |*) e i({, x$).
We make parameter dependent canonical coordinates transformation
X=
S(x, Y, |*)
Y
, y =
S(x, Y, |*)
x
so that the new Hamiltonian does not depend on the ‘‘fast’’ angular
varibles X$=(X1 , ..., Xm) T in the first order with respect to = for Y=0.
The generating function S is defined by
S=Y } x+= :
{ # Z m
S{ (x", |*) e i({, x$), S{=
ih{
(|*, {)
, {{0, S0=0.
The Hamiltonian (3.1) becomes
H (X, Y, |*, =)=(|*, Y$)+(Y, 1(|*)Y)2
+=h0 (X", |*)+O3 (Y)+=O(Y)+O(= 2). (3.2)
In order to investigate the smoothness of the generating function and the
corresponding canonical coordinates transformation the next two lemmas
are needed.
Lemma 4 Let f (q)={ # Z m f{e i({, q). Then the followings hold.
(i) If f (q) # C r (T m, R) then { # Zm |{|2r | f{ | 2 converges.
(ii) If { # Zm |{|2r | f{ |2 converges, then f (q) # C r&[m2]&1 (T m, R),
where [m2] denotes the biggest integer not greater than m2.
Proof. (i) For { # Zm the following two norms
|{|=|{1 |+ } } } +|{m | , &{&=({21+ } } } +{
2
m)
12
are equivalent, so it suffices to calculate the sum of integrals
:
|k|=r
|
T m \
rf
qk+
2
dq,
where k=(k1 , ..., km) are m-indices.
(ii) Set v=r&[m2]&1. Then 2(r&v)=2([m2]+1)>m and
:
{ # Z m"[0]
|{| &2(r&v)
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converges together with which
|{| v | f{ |=|{| &(r&v) ( |{| r | f{ | )(|{| &2(r&v)+|{| 2r) | f{ | 2)2.
It follows that { # Zm |{| v | f{ | converges which implies that f (q) #
Cv (T m, R) and the proof is completed.
Now we can study the smoothness of generating function S.
Lemma 5. S is at least C1 with respect to the parameter |* in Whitney
sense, and S|* is C r1 with respect to x=(x$, x"), where r1=
r&[2N]&[m2]&3, r is the number of smoothness of Hamiltonian H, and
N is the Diophantine exponent of |* in (1.5).
Proof. By the definition of S it follows
S{ (x", |*)
|*
=i((|*, {) )&2 { } h{ (x", |*)+i((|*, {) )&1 }
h{ (x", |*)
|*
.
The inequalities (1.5) yield
} S{|* }
2
2
1
#4
|{| 2(2N+1) |h{ |2+2
1
#2
|{|2N } h{|* }
2
and
|{|2\ } S{|* }
2
2
1
#4
|{|2(\+2N+1) |h{ | 2+2
1
#2
|{| 2(\+2N) } h{|* }
2
. (V)
Note that h{ and h{|* are the coefficients of Fourier expansions of
functions H1 and H1 |* with respect to x$, respectively, so in view of (i)
of Lemma 4 to ensure the convergence of the right side of (V) it is needed
that
{\+2N+1r\+Nr&1.
So one can see the maximal possible value of \ is r&2N&1, but \ must
be an integer number, so take \=r&[2N]&2. By (ii) of Lemma 4 we
know that S|* is C r1 with respect to (x$, x"), where r1=
r&[2N]&[m2]&3.
In view of Lemma 5 we know that the canonical coordinates transforma-
tion determined by generating function S is at least C1 with respect to the
parameter |* in Whitney sense and C r2 with respect to x=(x$, x"), where
r2=r1&1=r&[2N]&[m2]&3, therefore the Hamiltonian H in (3.2) at
least admits the same smoothness as the coordinates transformation.
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By the assumption H1 # G1 we know that h0 ( } , |*)=h( } , |*) is a Morse
function on T l and has 2l families of nondegenerate critical points . j (|*)
of ( p j, q j)-type parameterized by |* # O, of course . j (|*) are C r&1 in
Whitney’s sense. Picking up one of these 2l families arbitrarily, say .(|*)
of ( p, q)-type, and setting
V(|*)=
2h0 (.(|*), |*)
.2
which also is of ( p, q)-type, we can rewrite (3.2) as
H (X, Y, |*, =)=(|*, Y$) +(Y, 1(|*)Y)2+=h0 (.(|*), |*)
+=(X"&.(|*), V(|*)(X"&.(|*)))2
O3 (Y)+=O(Y)+O(=2)+=O3 (X"&.(|*)).
Let us make the change Y=- =Y1 , X"&.(|*)=X1 ", X$=X1 $. In the
variables X1 , Y1 the system continues to be Hamiltonian and its new
Hamiltonian is
H$(X1 , Y1 , |*, =)=H (X, Y, |*, =)- =
=- =h0 (.(|*), |*)+(|*, Y1 )
+- =((Y1 , 1(|*)Y1 ) +(X1 ", V(|*)X1 ") )2
+O(=)+- =O3 (X1 "), (3.3)
where - =h0 (.(|*), |*) does not appear in the motion equations and will
be omitted below.
Then make the canonical transformation (X1 , Y1 )  (X , Y ) by the generat-
ing function
W(X1 , Y , |*)=(Y , X1 ) &<Y $, 112 (|*) 1&122 (|*)X1 "),
so (3.3) becomes
H"(X , Y , |*, =)=H$(X1 , Y1 , |*, =)
=(|*, Y $)+- =((Y $, 1*(|*)Y $) +(Y ", 1 (|*)Y ")
+<X ", V(|*)X ") )2
+O(=)+- =O3 (X "), (3.4)
where 1*=111&112 1 &122 121 , 1 =122 .
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Consider the reduced linear systems determined by
- =((Y ", 1(|^*)Y ") +(X ", V(|*)X ") )2. (3.5)
The systems have X "=Y "=0 as an equilibrium and their eigenvalues are
determined by the equations
det \ &*I&- =V(|*)
- =1 (|*)
&*I +=0
which are equivalent to
det(*2I+=V(|*) 1 (|*))=0. (3.6)
In view of that 1 (|*) is positve definite we assert that V(|*) 1 (|*) have
p positive eigenvalues and q negative ones. Since H1 # G2 we assert that
V(|*) 1 (|*) has l distinct eigenvalues for any fixed |* # O. That is, (3.6)
has p distinct pairs of imaginary eigenvalues \- =:k (|*), k=1, ..., p and
q distinct pairs of non-zero real eigenvalues \- =;j (|*), j=1, ..., q, where
:k (|*), ; j (|*) are positive and C r&2 for all k and j.
Then we can use C r&2 parameter dependent linear canonical transforma-
tion (cf. Meyer and Hall’s book [9])
(X ", Y ")  (!, ’, u, v)
!=(!1 , ..., !p), ’=(’1 , ..., ’p), u=(u1 , ..., uq), v=(v1 , ..., vq)
to reduce the Hamiltonian (3.5) into
1
2- = : :k (|*)(!2k+’2k)+- = : ; j (|*) uj vj . (3.7)
The corresponding symplectic form is dX " 7 dY "=d! 7 d’+du 7 dv. The
Hamiltonian becomes
H$$$(X $, Y $, !, ’, u, v, |*, =)
=(|*, Y $)+ 12- = : :k (|*)(!2k+’2k)+- = : ;j (|*) uj v j
+O(=)+- =O2 (Y $)+- =O3 (!, ’, u, v).
Substituting X $, Y $, - =, |* and H$$$ by x, y, =, |, and H, respectively, we
obtain a new Hamiltonian
H=(|, y) + 12= :
p
k=1
:k (|)(!2k+’
2
k)+= :
q
j=1
; j (|) ujvj
+O(=2)+=O2 ( y)+=O3 (!, ’, u, v). (3.8)
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The higher order terms in (3.8) C r2 depend on space variables and c1 on
parameter |, where r2=r&[2N]&[m2]&3.
Since there are 2l families of critical points . j (|) parameterized by | # O
we have 2l normal forms like (3.8) or (1.6) and Theorem 1 then becomes
a consequence of Theorem 2.
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